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WISCONSIN ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS  
STATE TOURNAMENT SEEDING PROCESS 

 
1. The seeding for the state tournaments takes place by the WACS Athletic Director after the seeding deadline for each season 

and all input is entered on the WACS website for each school. (Seeding deadline is the Saturday two weeks before state 
tournament.) 
 

2. Seeding for schools is based on the point system seeding total and the coaches’ seeding input. 
 
The Point System Seeding Total 

a. Three points for a win against any WACS team 
b. Two points for a win against Non-WACS team 
c. Two points for a tie against any WACS team 
d. One point for a loss to any WACS team 
e. One point for a tie against a Non-WACS team 
f. Zero points for a loss to Non-WACS team 
g. Tip off points for Soccer and Volleyball will be 2 points for a win, 1 point for a loss 
h. Tip off games for Basketball there will no points due to shortened games. 
i. Total points divided by number of games to determine the point system seeding total 

Coaches’ Seeding Input 

j. Each coach may give input on how the teams should be seeded. (Done via email.) 
k. The input is tallied and averaged to determine the coaches’ seeding placement. 

 
Final Determination 
 

l. The point system seeding total determines one seeding score. 
m. The coaches’ seeding input determines another seeding score and the coaches’ score counts double. 
n. Add the two scores together to determine final score and seeding for the tournament. 
o. If tied, the team with the higher number for the point system seeding total will get the higher seed. 
p. If still tied, then head to head wins will be used to determine the higher seed. 
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